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Roy Cole was born in 1932 in Bradford,
England, and began working as a
compositor from the age of 14. While
typography in England was in slow
development during the post-war
reconstruction period, Roy felt that
a fresh impetus was emerging from
the continent. In his quest for typographic innovation, he moved to
Switzerland and studied under Emil
Ruder at the Gewerbeschule in Basel.

At the end of the 1990s, Roy moved
to Wells, Somerset and formed his
own type foundry, Roy Cole Typography, developing type families in
the sans serif style. During this time
he also produced and exhibited
several new series of photographic
works. Roy was the translator of
a series of seminal articles by Emil
Ruder, published in Idea magazine
in 2012.

On completion of his studies, Roy
continued to pursue his typographic
practise in the UK and Switzerland
in the 1960s-70s. In 1981 he set up his
own studio, Cole Design Unit, and
designed hundreds of books and book
covers for some of the UK’s most
significant arts and education publishers. At this time he also developed
his photographic practise, which had
been a long-term interest.

Roy died at the end of 2012, six
months after the death of his wife
Maria. His work and contribution
to the world of typography are worth
a comprehensive review and reevaluation. This article takes a look
back over Roy’s career, with comments from his friends and himself.
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roy cole: typographer,
photographer, typeface designer
roy cole was the only british compositor to attended the typography course
under emil ruder. he was at the basel
school when i became a private student
of the master of modern typography.
even though i never spoke to roy at the
time, i remembered him and two of his
works. when i was preparing the
typography today special issue of idea
magazine, i contacted him after finding
his address in the catalogue of the
7th brno biennale 1976.
roy was deeply involved in the process
of the book ‘the road to basel’ and
from the very beginning he helped in
translating and revising the articles.
in his article in ‘the road to basel’ he
writes: ‘if switzerland was a phenomina, then ruder was phenomenal. his
very presence in the composing
room (which he liked to refer to as
the laboratory) inspired one.’
in 1960 the handsetzervereinigung
basel had their 50th anniversary.
TM, the swiss typography magazine
devoted an issue to the event, introducing exemplary typography. it included
two works by roy cole: his rhythmic
greeting card and the almost ascetic
typographic poster, ‘schülerarbeiten
der baugewerblichen berufe’. the
greeting card caught my attention and
is included in typography today
(1980) with the words: the message is
repeated in a rhythmic typography,
resulting in a work similar to a sound
poem or concrete poetry. i came
to appreciate the poster much later.
today, for me the poster is a precious
document of the typography of order
(ordnende typographie). printed at
the basel school, for technical reasons
in two parts, in black on grey paper.
the top part has the exhibition title
in two groupings, the bottom part
the detailed information, making
contact with the two groupings of
the exhibition title. the typeface
is akzidenz grotesk.
roy’s interests included photography.
he wrote: ‘my work comprises typography and photography. the latter is
in my case an extension of the former.
i find that i use similar approaches
in both disciplines: assessing the
elements, creating order, striving for
simplicity. the tools are different:
pencil, T-square, eraser -- camera, lens,
film; the eye is the same.’

the two impressive photographs on
the right page, were taken during his
basel time. the school and the city
of basel had an immense impact on roy.
in basel he not only found an honest
and clear typography, he also found
maria, his austrian born wife.
after basel, roy worked as a typographic designer in dublin in ireland.
he then moved to st.gallen in switzerland to work for zollikofer, the company that published the influential
typographic journal TM. he returned to
england in 1968 and worked for
several different companies. in 1981
he formed cole design unit, working
mainly on editorial design. when i
visited him for the first time in reading,
going into his studio, i felt as if i were
entering a japanese tea room.
roy has designed many books and
catalogues in different styles for
publishers, museums and libraries. it
seems that the budget was always
restricted. in 1985 he contributed the
article ‘designing for educational
publishers’ in typo/graphic, the journal
of the society of typographic designers. there he mentioned design and the
design fee: ‘it is a truism that from a
marketing viewpoint a well-conceived
cover is an asset to a book’s eventual
sales. it can also be a cover-up for
inadequate typographical treatment of
the text. if the cover is thought to be
such an asset, then publishers ought to
consider a more realistic fee for the
designer’s contribution.’
for this article i selected his book
design for ‘the art of the japanese
folding screen’ published in 1997 by the
ashmolean museum, oxford. the title
spread has a wonderful rhythm with
three type sizes of frutiger medium
within the huge white space, evocative
of the 1960 poster for the gewerbemuseum basel.
roy liked to try out different typefaces
designed by adrian frutiger until he
decided to design typefaces himself. in
2003 he formed roy cole typography, a
type foundry based in wells, england,
dedicated to exploring and developing
type families in the sans serif style.
available at linotype and myfonts are
lina designed in 2003, zeta in 2006
and colophon in 2009. coleface, the last
typeface was designed in 2012.

top: title page of The art
of the Japanese folding screen
by Oliver Impey
Ashmolan Museum Oxford, 1997
bottom: exhibition poster for
the Gewerbemuseum Basel, 1960,
Schülerarbeiten
der baugewerblichen Berufe

right page: exhibition poster and
visitor at the exhibition
Johannes Froben and the Basel
letterpress of the 16th century
at Gewerbemuseum Basel, 1960
photos by Roy Cole

helmut schmid, osaka
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1

The Festival of Britain of 1951 was staged
as an attempt to revitalize the nation after the
turbulent years of the 1940s.
2

The peculiarity of a typeface to a particular
language was later to be ameliorated with the
introduction in 1959 of Univers.
3

Max Bill and Josef Müller-Brockmann were the
other originators of this style.

Roy Cole:
the road to Basel
In Britain in the mid-1950s typographic
development became synonymous
with the aftermath of the Festival of
Britain.1 Slab-serif typeface revivals
from nineteenth century, along with
Mistral script, as perpetrated by Design
magazine and Print in Britain and
encouraged by the architectural
profession, became the norm. Parallel
with this Tschichold’s influence through
his late-1940s work on Penguins was
still much in evidence. There was
no clear indicator towards future trends
and typography receded into a decadent abyss.
It was also in the mid-1950s that I
began to notice an alternative typography, which had its origins in Switzerland. This was the typography of
Akzidenz-Grotesk, a sansserif typeface
from Berthold peculiarly associated
with texts in German and which
was complementary with asymmetric
composition. 2 This typography
made such a profound impact on me
that I took the decision to embark
for Switzerland.
Arriving in Solothurn in the Jura region
I took temporary lodging in a nunnery.
Whilst there I was shown some issues
of a journal called Typographische
Monatsblätter. On the cover of one
number was a design comprised of
small squares with interconnecting
lines. Another showed squares alone
and with rectangles composed of
squares. Those who knew Emil Ruder
will also be familiar with his enthusiasm for the work of Piet Mondrian. He
would explain at length the compositions of line and plane, of opposites
and that no two lines were of equal
thickness. It is, therefore, interesting
to compare Ruder’s covers with
Mondrian’s ‘Broadway Boogie Woogie’
painting and it was after seeing them
that I knew where the centre of typography in Switzerland lay -- not in the
Solothurn-Jura but in Basel. So I headed
for Basel.

After the relative tranquility of
Solothurn, the city of Basel seemed like
a metropolis. The Münster, the Rathaus, the Kunstmuseum, Freie Strasse,
Cafe Atlantis, jazz, Birkhäuser,
the Gewerbeschule. Here, in this old
building, was the true centre of
that phenomenon now known as
‘Swiss typography’.
I met Ruder for coffee in the Hotel
Schweizerhof one Saturday morning.
Here he outlined the typography course
at the Gewerbeschule, explained what
would be expected from me, and said
that I should forget everything I ever
learned about typography -- ‘hier
fangen wir von Neuem an’. At that time,
this was hard to digest, but I knew it
was the right thing to do.
By any standards the Gewerbeschule
had a formidable team of tutors:
Büchler, Hauert, Hofmann and Ruder
himself. If Swiss typography was a
phenomenon, then Ruder was phenomenal. His very presence in the composing room (which he liked to refer to as
the laboratory) inspired one. It was
here, where I heard him explaining to
the then director B. von Grüningen the
rhythmical design of his political poster
for local elections. Rhythm in typography has remained with me ever since.
He was surely the foremost exponent of
contemporary typography of this
century and a creator of Swiss typography. 3 In a sense it is unfortunate
that he achieved so much, for typographic development has not increased
significantly since.
It has to be said that Switzerland’s
neutrality allowed typographic development to continue during the 1940s,
when the rest of Europe was engaged
in other activities. Nevertheless,
the achievement of a counry of only
six million inhabitants, in ceating a
typographic style which attained world
recognition, is remarkable.

left page: Cole+Co, typo symbol
and stationery designed 1960
at Allgemeine Gewerbeschule Basel.
Roy: ‘Ruder liked the typo symbol’
this page top: monochrome print
‘Basel 1960’ by Roy Cole ‘für Helmut’
bottom: rhythmical political poster
designed in 1960 by Emil Ruder
photographed by Roy Cole in his
simple studio

December 1994
Roy Cole’s article is a reprint from
Helmut Schmid’s the road to Basel, p36,
Robundo Publishers, Tokyo 1997
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Roy Cole
typographer, type designer, photographer
We first met in Basel in September 1957 at a lecture given by
Emil Ruder. We took to each other immediately and thereafter met
frequently. Qualities that I particularly admired in Roy were his
modesty, uprightness, restraint and subtle sense of humour.
He was a very orderly and organised man, with a clear idea about
where he was going. In 1960, after he got married (my wife and I were
the witnesses at their wedding), our paths diverged; Roy and Maria
left for England while my wife and I went to Paris. But a sincere
and beautiful friendship transcended these boundaries, binding us
together until they both died last year.
Typographer
Roy found the typography designed at that time in England refined
but dull and overly conservative. For him – and he was one of many
holding the same view – the only typography that could reflect
modernity and renewal while encouraging experimentation was that
practised and taught by Emil Ruder and Robert Büchler at the Basel
School of Design. By the end of his period of study in Basel, Roy’s
natural inclination towards rigour and organisation led him to work in
the field of ‘readable typography’ (brochures, books) rather than
that of ‘visible typography’ (advertising, experimental typography).
His mastery of the laws of legibility and his sensitive understanding
of contrast and balance in letter forms were perfectly illustrated
in the many books and exhibition catalogues he designed.
Type designer
Roy had always been interested in type design but it was not until
quite late on that he devoted himself to it full time. Bearing in mind
his taste for clean, simple forms, it comes as no surprise to find
that he confined himself to the design of sans serif typefaces. There
are three of them, each coming in three weights (medium, semibold
and bold), in Roman and italic :
– Lina (2003). The medium style was designed by hand,
the others digitally. This character is light in appearance, very regular
and with a high readability even when very small.
– Zeta (2006). Similarities with Gill Sans are apparent here.
– Colophon (2009). A vigorous and highly readable type.
Roy’s designs are not yet as widely known as they deserve to be.
But commercial promotion did not come naturally to the
self-effacing Roy...
Photographer
Roy Cole never set out to earn his living through photography. His
pictures show the influence of Henri Cartier-Bresson, with Emil Ruder
as his other major inspiration. Like him, Roy only used black and
white film, and, like him, he rejected any cropping of the image when
enlarged. He did all his own developing. It seems to me that
throughout his life he took the same photograph again and again, in
that there is always the same consistency in the quality of light
and composition. Now and then the images give a glimpse of his own
special sense of humour. A number of exhibitions and awards
as well as articles in specialised journals in Britain bear witness to
his skill in this field.
I remember well our last meeting when my wife and I visited Roy
and Maria at their house in England and we talked about the
good times we had spent together in Basel. As in the old days we
were drinking beer, but this time it was Roy’s own home brew...
Cheers to you, Roy+ Maria!

Picasso Graphik 1904-1965
at Kunstmuseum St.Gallen, Switzerland
1965
Spazio, forma e colore
alla nuova università di San Gallo
at Palazzo Ducale, Venice
1966

Bruno Pfäffli
Paris, 20 February 2013

Picasso’s Parade:
From Street to Stage
by Deborah Menaker Rothschild
at The Drawing Center
1991
Theatre on paper
by Alexander Schouvaloff
at The Drawing Center
1990

the text is set with Lina medium and Lina bold
8/11.5pt +25
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Impressionist and Modern
The art and collection of Fritz Gross
Ashmolan Museum Oxford
with Oxford University Press
1990

18 3

Man and museum
a photographic cycle of works
by Roy Cole at the
Newbury District Museum
1988

Left page:
Title page of the book
Bouyer
designed by Bruno Pfäffli
published by Plage, Paris
2006
the texts are composed with
the typeface Lina
designed by Roy Cole in 2003
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Roy Cole formed Roy Cole Typography
in 2003, a type foundry in Wells, England,
dedicated to exploring and developing
type families in the sans serif style.
Lina was designed in 2003, Zeta in 2006
and Colophon in 2009. Roy’s last work
is Coleface from 2012.
His typefaces are available at Linotype
and myfonts.

Lina 30 Medium
Lina 60 SemiBold
Lina 90 Bold
14/18 +25

Zeta Normal
Zeta SemiBold
Zeta Bold
14/18 +25

Colophon 30 Medium
Colophon 60 SemiBold
Colophon 90 Bold
14/18 +25

Coleface 30 Light
Coleface 60 MediumColeface 90 Bold
14/18 +25
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